The study of word collocability is one of the main tasks of linguistics. The combinatory ability of language units, collocability, is one of the linguistic syntagmatic laws. This phenomenon is the main object of the phraseology and lexicography. The article deals with set phrases of different types in Russian, Czech and Slovak from the point of view of their quantitative evaluation. Corpus linguistics understand set phrases as statistically determined unities. This approach is the basic point of different automatic ways to extract idioms and collocations. The paper describes experiments which show how text corpora and corpus methods and tools can be used to expand the entries in existing dictionaries and how set phrases could be evaluated quantitatively. It is shown and maintained that corpus linguistics methods and tools allow to create dictionaries of new type which have to include a larger amount of set phrases and collocations than before.
INtrODUctION
One of the popular topic in the science of language are set phrases. They are studied under different sections of linguistics and from various standpoints. The classical name for a set phrase in the linguistic terminology is a phraseological unit. Various scientists interpret this notion and its properties in various ways, and there are many different classifications of set phrases. However, when comparing them, we will see that the list of these properties and the very classification are often alike and have a lot in common.
The commonly adopted interpretation of phraseological units defines them as set, reproducible, expressive word combinations (беречь пуще глаза (literally, protect more than eyes); драть по три шкуры (literally, to skin three skins); sedí na uších (literally, sit on ears), jako by do moře padl (as it fell into the sea)). However, we can often find in translation dictionaries such units as, и ничего больше (and nothing else), to je to (that's just it), a tečka (and period), where the main property is reproducibility. And this is right, since such combinations are often stable, and can be compared to words by their frequency. In this article, we will consider phraseological units as "stable word complexes" [4] .
However, despite the close attention of linguists to the phraseology, we can state that the computer-based methods of research have hardly been used to study phraseology. The dictionary description of phraseological units shall be elaborated. The phraseological reserve of a language is scattered in various lexicographic publications, and no dictionary can be regarded as covering the phraseological lexicon in full, taking into account also the fact that it always expands.
Today, we can improve the situation by means of corpora. Due to the availability of large text corpora, including those that cover a long period of time, and the software tools that allow to estimate the compatibility quantitatively, all pre-requisite conditions have appeared for the creation of a large combinatory dictionary, obviously, in electronic form, based on corpora, and having quantitative parametrization inside.
It should be noted that the methodology of a larger understanding of phraseology has formed in linguistics, and the boundaries of phraseology have been significantly enlarged (or blurred) due to new approaches that have the notion of "statistical stability" in common. I.A. Melčuk spoke about it as early as in 1960. "The stability of a combination relative to this element is measured by the probability of this element forecasting the combined occurrence of the other elements of the combination (in a certain order relative to the forecasting element)" [7, p. 73] .
In corpus linguistics, frequency characteristics and structural and syntactic models form the basis of the methods of calculating the strength of syntagmatic association between the word combination elements. Based on them, the association measure score, or, in other words, the uniqueness of this combination, is calculated.
As it is known, language is a dynamic system, which shall be reflected in dictionaries and grammars. However, maybE this chronological aspect has been less studied in terms of phraseological units and other stable combinations. One of the reasons is the absence of large historical (diachronic) corpora till our times.
The objective of this research is to show how phraseological and combinatory dictionaries can be improved using corpus-based methods. The basis of our approach are the analytic tools for phraseological units and stock-taking of the language material. furthermore, we show how similar phraseological units correlate with each other in related Slavic languages. We also consider the issue of translation of phraseological units from one language to another. The Slavic phraseology is represented by Russian, Czech, and Slovak.
rESEArch MAtErIAL AND tOOLS
A family of comparable corpora Aranea of the Comenius University in Bratislava (http://unesco.uniba.sk/) and the Russian corpus of Google books Ngram Viewer (https://books.google.com/ngrams) have been used as the material and the tool. The corpora of the Aranea family [2] operate under the NoSketch Engine corpus manager. They are represented by the Maximum type in the research, and they have the following volume: Russian corpus is made up of 13.7 billion tokens, the Czech one -5.17 billion tokens, and Slovak -2.68 billion tokens. Also, some data were retrieved in [6] , [10] and [13] . Google books Ngram Viewer system [8, p. 14] was used for the diachronic research. The system allows to plot graphs of word occurrences and collocations for a certain period of time. It also allows to select the most frequent collocations with such word form, both from the right and from the left, using wild cards. There is also the possibility of setting the part of speech of another components of the collocation.
Our chosen phraseological units for the research are the set phrases of two types: classical phraseological units (idioms) and syntactic idioms (idiomatic constructions).
rEPrODUcIBILItY AND VArIABILItY Of PhrASEOLOGIcAL UNItS

Idioms
Idioms are not only strongly reproducible, but they are, at the same time, very variable, and it is an important task of the phraseology to present this variability in the dictionaries. Many idioms and set phrases have lexical-syntactic variants when either the lexical meaning within a certain structural formula or the formula changes.
There are a lot of examples of this phenomenon: беречь (хранить) как зеницу ока (keep as the apple of one's eye); беречь пуще глаза [3] ; dát si na někoho/před někým majzla (pay attention to somebody); dát/uložit něco k ledu/z ruky (literally, let smth to ice/from hand) [9] . Let us consider some of them.
Example 1: Rus. на сердце (на душе) кошки скребут (literally, cats scratch the heart/soul) [5] ; Czech. je mi těžko (úzko) u srdce (v duši) (be sick at heart/soul) [11] ; Slov. je mi ťažko (úzko) okolo srdca (na duši) (near the heart/at soul) [12] . What can be derived from this example? In Russian, this idiom is more commonly used than in the Czech and Slovak languages, and «на душе» (soul) is used with «кошки скребут» more often than «на сердце» (heart), i.e. 468 occurrences against 32 (Table 1) . It is an interesting fact that an object noun usually precedes the verb (410 against 90). As contrasted with Russian, Czech prefers the "heart" variant (Table 2 ). It is possible that this is the influence of the German language. In the pair těžko/úzko, the variant těžko is used most often. The "object" (noun) virtually always stands after the verb. The same goes for the Slovak language: ťažko -21 occurrences, and úzko -10 occurrences, while the dictionary variant okolo srdce does not occur in the corpus at all.
Meanwhile, the Czech corpus returns word combinations with preposition "na" (on), which is not present in the dictionary [9] : je mi těžko (úzko) na srdci (na duši) ( Table 4) . And the combination na duši is far more often. Similarly, the Slovak corpus adds to the dictionary data the following combinations: na srdci and v duši (Table 5) . for Russian, the dictionary [4] returns also a synonymic expression камень лежит на сердце (на душе) (literally, a stone lies on the hear/soul). Once again, the corpus analysis makes another correction: this expression occurs more often in the form камнем что-то лежит на сердце (на душе) (65 occurrences versus 15). Example 2. Let us consider the phraseological units that are rather literal: Rus. камень преткновения (literally, a stone of obstacle) [5] ; Czech. kámen úrazu (literally, a stone of injury) [11] ; Slov. kameň úrazu Id. [12] ; Rus. нашла коса на камень (literally, a meak stumbled on a stone) [5] ; Czech. přišla/trefila/padla kosa na kámen (came/dropped …) [11] ; Slov. padla kosa na kameň Id. [12] . Table 6 it is seen that in Czech and Slovak these expressions are used more often. While in the Russian corpus this expression is almost always found with the verb «найти» (нашла) (find), in the Czech and Slovak corpora, alongside with the word "padnout" ("padnúť"), the verb "narazit" ("naraziť") (injure oneself, stumble upon smth) is used frequently, too, that is not given in dictionaries.
Example 3: Rus. делать (сделать) из мухи слона (literally, make an elephant out of a fly) [5] ; Czech. dělat (udělat) z komára velblouda (make a camel out of a mosquito) [11] ; Slov. robiť (urobiť) z komára somára (make a donkey out of a mosquito) [12] . What is the essence of Table 7 ? first of all, different frequency of occurrences: it is twice more often in Russia; secondly, slightly different variations and, what is more interesting, the Russian corpus returns a lot of combinations with the verb «раздувать» (blow), which is not given in dictionaries. In the Slovak language, it is often an elephant that is made out of a mosquito, and the dictionary has no evidence of that.
Idiomatic constructions
Set syntactic constructions that have variable lexical elements are singled out as a separate type of phraseological units. They are, so to say, syntactic patterns that are filled depending on the context, communicative aim of the author, and -as we will show -on the language. They include such expression as «Х как Х» (x as x), «тоже мне Х» (some x), «всем Х-ам Х» (x to all xs), «Х Х-ов» (x of xs), «Х -он и в Африке Х» (x is the same in Africa), etc. Idiomatic constructions are studied within the framework of the construction grammar developed by Ch. fillmore, A. Goldberg, and others. It is considered that "blank spaces" can be filled with anything at all. However, there are semantic limitations for the filling, and there is the language usage that changes in different languages. Let us consider several cases. As in figures 1-3, Table 7 shows different filling of variables x and y for different Slavic languages. It is fair to say that these data to a certain extent reflect the linguistic consciousness of the native speakers. These data would have been hard to obtain without a large representative corpus.
cOMPArABLE PhrASEOLOGY AND ISSUES Of trANSLAtION
Idiom Equivalency
The subject of comparable phraseology in the narrow sense of the word are phraseological units of different languages that have similar semantic or structural characteristics. One of the issues of a comparable analysis is the typology of interlingual equivalency. We have considered such idioms and constructions (without going into much detail) in Section 3. The interlingual equivalency, including that of phraseological units, is also the equivalency in the system of a language (a dictionary problem) and the issue of translation of phraseological units in an individual text. While the translation of a set phrase of the "denotative" type is not much of a challenge (silný čaj -крепкий чай (strong tea), nevlastní otec -nevlastný otec -неродной отец (step-father)), the translation of other phraseological units is far from simple. This is explained both by their "non-denotativeness" and the absence of full, semantically organized collections of foreign idioms. Sometimes, such translation can be found quite easily (делать из мухи слона -dělat z komára velblouda -robiť z komára somára), and sometimes it requires a creative approach.
One should remember that the majority of idioms do not have direct equivalents in the compared language. Then, they can be translated descriptively or you can try and find one of the semantic equivalents. for example: дуракам закон не писан (literally, the law is not written to fools) -Czech. hloupa kůže všechno může (a stupid skin can do anything), на безрыбье и рак рыба (literally, when there is no fish, a crawfish is fish) -Czech. z nouze Franta dobrý (even františek is good when there is need) [11] .
Besides, there is a partial equivalency that can be called the problem of the relation "many to many". for example, in Russian, one can say молчит как … рыба, партизан, истукан, вода, пень ... как язык проглотил (silent as … fish, guerilla, statue, water, stub… as if has swallowed his tongue) [5] . In Czech, it will be mlčí jako ... dub (oak), sfinga (sphinx), hrob (grave), pěna (foam), ryba (fish), jako zařezaný (slaughtered), jako by mu přimrzl jazyk (as if his tongue froze down) [9] . In Slovak, it will be mlčí ako … hrob, kameň', peň (stub), ryba, sfinga, zarezaný, ako voš pod chrastou (as a louse under blemish) [1] . This raises a question of what variant to choose in translation or to cite in a dictionary. Example 6: Rus. Пьяный (drunk) как … сапожник (as a shoemaker), свинья (pig), скотина (cattle), в доску (in board), в стельку (in insole), в дым (in smoke), вдрызг, вдребезги (into smithereens) [5] ; Czech. opilý (vožralý, nalitý, zpitý) (drunk, tight) jako Dán (as a Dutch), dráteník (potter), zvíře (animal), Holandr (Dutchman), duha (rainbow), námořník (sailor), pod obraz (boží) (unlike God's image) [9] ; Slov. opitý (spitý) (drunk) ako cepelín (airship), snop (sheaf), čík (misgurnus (fish)), prasa (pig), na mol (in flat note), do nemoty (to muteness), pod obraz boží (unlike God's image) [1] .
Which of the adjectives (or respective verbs) are used more often? Which of the comparisons are used more often? Which of the word combination have more association strength? A large corpus can give at least preliminary answers to these questions. However, naturally, those answers would not be exhaustive (see Table 8 ). Table 8 gives only some examples whose aim is to show the differences in word combinations between the dictionaries and large corpora of a "live" language. Some of the expressions which are present in corpora and absent in dictionaries shall, without doubt, be included in them. for example, for the Czech language, those are opilý na mol (45 occurrences) and, possibly, opilý na plech (7) and na šrot (4). Besides, frequencies obtained from representative and balanced corpora allow to specify the sequence of phraseological units in dictionaries.
Parallel corpora
One of the sources that can help in solving the tasks of comparable phraseology and translation are parallel corpora. Let us give several examples from the Intercorp which is a part of the Czech National Corpus [10] .
Example 7: pepka klepne (apoplexy)
OtcenasekKulhavy_Orfe
Vo pár důstojnejch tatíků se pokoušela pepka.
Нескольких почтенных дядюшек чуть кондрашка не хватила.
A nech toho chlastání, nebo mamulu klepne pepka, až tě uvidí takhle zhulákanýho .
И перестань хлестать , а то мамулю кондрашка хватит, как увидит тебя такого развеселого. DoncovaManikura_pro říká se, že můj otec byl úplně stejný, do své smrti běhal za ženskými a pak ho klepla pepka.
Говорят , отец мой такой был, до смерти по бабам бегал и от инфаркта умер. 
tab. 10. Examples of translation of the word combinations with the word «vniveč» in the Intercorp corpus
Use of parallel corpora, on the one hand, shows which of the multi-variant phraseological equivalents are most often used by translators, and, on the other hand, it can enrich dictionaries and text books.
ANALYSIS Of PhrASEOLOGIcAL UNItS USAGE IN DIAchrONY
It is common knowledge that the language is a dynamic system, which shall be reflected in dictionaries and grammars. However, this chronological aspect is far less common for the study of phraseological units and other set phrases. One of the reasons is the absence (till the recent times) of large historical (diachronic) corpora. When we tried to study the behaviour of some phraseological units in time based on the National Russian Corpus (http://ruscorpora.ru), the experiments showed that its volume (283 million tokens) was too small for such tasks.
fortunately, there is a large diachronic corpus Google Books (books for the period from 1800 to 2008) that exists for the Russian language (and eight others). The volume of the Russian corpus is 67 billion tokens. Let us show the results which can be obtained using it. Unfortunately, neither Czech, nor Slovak are included. The curves at fig. 4 show that approximately up until the end of the 1940s the phraseological unit «на сердце кошки скребут» was used more often. Then, the situation changed drastically. And we see that the majority of the occurrences account for hard 1980-1990s.
Example 10: ничтоже сумняшеся (without a moment's hesitation)
The dictionaries present this phraseological unit in two forms: «ничтоже сумняшеся» and «ничтоже сумняся». Historians are well acquainted with this expression. But it is the corpus that will tell us how this expression "lived" in the language for centuries. We see in fig. 5 that for quite a long time, the main form was «ничтоже сумняся». for example, in 1889 this form was used in literature 4 times more often.
It is no coincidence that we see this very form in Chekhov's books. «Для нее ясна была эта красивая смелость современного человека, с какою он, не задумываясь и ничтоже сумняся, решает большие вопросы и строит оконча-тельные выводы» (A.P. Chekhov. «Несчастье» (Misfortune)). The variant «ничто-же сумняшеся» became preferred as late as in the second decade of the 20 th century. A search in the Google Ngram Viewer allows to identify other word combinations with the word «ничтоже», which can also be of interest for linguists: «ничтоже есть», «ничтоже суть», «ничтоже бысть».
Example 11: перебиваться с … на … (in the meaning "live in great poverty"). The curves of fig. 6 show us that the most frequent set phrases with the verb «перебиваться» are those that are given in phraseological dictionaries (с хлеба на квас, с хлеба на воду) and that became used actively as late as in the 20 th century.
cONcLUSION AND fUrthEr WOrK
The phraseology of any language is rich and variable. However, in order to see all this variability, we need large corpora, taking into account the relatively low frequency of usage of phraseological units in texts. fortunately, for Russian, Czech, and Slovak, such corpora exist. The research has shown that the corpus linguistics tools and corpora allow to identify and significantly enlarge the lexicon of set phrases of various types and peculiarities of their functioning. Based on corpora, linguists can create dictionaries and text books of a new generation, including phraseological dictionaries where the collocability will be represented far more widely than ever before. It is desirable that such dictionaries had such quantitative characteristics as the association strength in synchrony, and the history of usage in diachrony.
It is feasible to continue the research by choosing for experiments various types of phraseological units and, possibly, including other Slavic language. During the research, we also found repeatedly that in order to make credible conclusions based on corpus data one should be aware of the disadvantages and the limitations of the tools used.
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